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Abstract

Spin-state selective experiments, HSQC-α/β and CT-HMQC-α/β, are proposed for the simple and rapid mea-
surement of scalar one-bond coupling constants in two-dimensional,1H-detected15N-1H or 13C-1H correlation
experiments based on HSQC and HMQC schemes. Pairs of subspectra are obtained, containing either the high-field
or the low-field component of the doublet representing the one-bond coupling constant. The subspectral editing
procedure retains the full sensitivity of HSQC and HMQC spectra recorded without heteronuclear decoupling
during data acquisition, with a spectral resolution similar to that of decoupled spectra.

The scalar one-bond coupling constant1JHC of CαH
groups is the experimentally most easily accessible
parameter with information on the dihedral angle9

in proteins and peptides, and it is particularly useful
to delineateα-helical secondary structure (Egli and
von Philipsborn, 1981a,b; Mierke et al., 1992; Vuis-
ter et al., 1992,1993; Edison et al., 1994a,b).1JHC
coupling constants are also of interest for the con-
formational analysis of carbohydrates (Serianni et al.,
1995; Church et al., 1997). The dipolar contribution
to 1JHC and1JHN coupling constants has been shown
to contain long-range structural information (Tjandra
et al., 1997; Tolman et al., 1997). Methods to mea-
sure1JHC coupling constants include 1D13C spectra
recorded without1H decoupling (Egli and von Philips-
born, 1981a,b),1H-detected HMQC or 3D HCACO
and HCCH-COSY spectra recorded without13C de-
coupling during signal detection (Mierke et al., 1992;
Vuister et al., 1992), pseudo-3D J-resolved experi-
ments (Vuister et al., 1993) and 2D1JHC-modulated
CT-HSQC experiments (Tjandra and Bax, 1997). CT-
HSQC experiments with and without J-scaling have
further been proposed for the precise measurement
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of 1JHN coupling constants (Tolman and Prestegard,
1996a,b). Although the overlap problem in 2D pro-
tein NMR spectra recorded without decoupling can
be avoided by recording 3D spectra or by encoding
the coupling constant in cross-peak intensities, such
experiments tend to be more time-consuming than
the recording of a simple 2D NMR spectrum. Here
we present two-dimensional experiments for the rapid
measurement of one-bond coupling constants with
high spectral resolution and sensitivity by separating
the two doublet components observed in undecou-
pled HSQC and HMQC spectra into two different
subspectra.

Editing the two multiplet components of a doublet
into two different subspectra corresponds to separat-
ing the resonances for which the coupling partner is
in the α or β state. The separation can be achieved
by experiments using selective (Nuzillard and Bernas-
sau, 1994; Nuzillard and Freeman, 1994; Fukushi and
Kawabata, 1994; Fäcke and Berger, 1996) or exclu-
sively non-selective pulses (Nielsen et al., 1996a,b;
Ross et al., 1996; Sattler et al., 1996; Meissner et
al., 1997a,b). The scheme proposed here achieves a
similar effect as the S3E pulse sequence element of
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Figure 1. Pulse sequences for the measurement of one-bond scalar couplings. The pulse sequences are exemplified for the measurement of1JHC
coupling constants betweenα-protons andα-carbons (I= 1H, S = 13C). Narrow (wide) bars represent pulses with flip angles of 90◦(180◦).
Hatched bars denote rectangular 180◦(13C) pulses applied at 55 ppm with a duration of 47µs to avoid excitation of the carbonyl resonances.
All pulses, except where noted, are applied with phase x. Two data sets, I and II, are recorded for each experiment which differ by the presence
or absence of the editing 180◦(13C) pulse (drawn with a dotted line). For optimal subspectral editing, the two data sets should be recorded
interleaved, recording the FIDs for each data set before incrementing the evolution time. Before Fourier transformation, the linear combinations
I + II and I − II yield two new data sets, IN and AN, containing the in-phase and antiphase peaks. If the FIDs are recorded as complex data
points, phase shifting of the data set AN by 90◦ is easily achieved in the time domain by exchanging the real and imaginary parts of each
complex data point in the t2 dimension and taking the complex conjugate to yield the data set AN90. The linear combinations IN+ AN90 and
IN − AN90 can be Fourier transformed as usual to yield the subspectra containing the low-field or high-field doublet components. All pulsed
field gradients were applied with a sine-bell shape and a duration of 500µs and followed by a recovery delay of 300µs. τ = 1/(4 1JHC) =
1.72 ms,δ = 800µs. Carbonyl resonances were decoupled either by a 1.0 kHz SEDUCE sequence (McCoy and Mueller, 1992) or by 47µs
180◦(13C) pulses applied at 176 ppm. (A) Pulse sequence of the HSQC-α/β experiment. Phase cycle:φ1 = x; φ2 = x,−x; φ3 = 2(x),2(−x);
receiver= x,−x. Gradient strengths: g1,2,3 = 2.5, 10.0, 2.0 G/cm. (B) Sensitivity-enhanced HSQC-α/β experiment. Phase cycle:φ1 = x; φ2 =
x,−x; φ3 = 2(x),2(−x); φ4 = y; φ5 = 4(x),4(−x); receiver= x,−x. Gradient strengths: g1,2,3,4,5,6 = 2.5, −9.9, 9.9, 1.5, 2.0, 5.0 G/cm. For
phase-sensitive spectra and quadrature detection in the indirect frequency dimension, the sign of the gradients g2 and g3 is inverted together
with the pulse phaseφ4 and the resulting echo-/antiecho data stored separately (Kay et al., 1992). (C) Sensitivity-enhanced constant-time
HMQC-α/β experiment. T= 28 ms. Phase cycle:φ1 = φ2 = x; φ3 = 8(x),8(−x); φ4 = x,y,−x,−y; φ5 = −y; φ6 = 4(x),4(−x); receiver=
x,−x. Gradient strengths: g1,2,3,4,5 = 2.5, 9.9, 1.5, 2.0, 5.0 G/cm. Echo-/antiecho data are recorded by sign alternation of the gradient g2 with
simultaneous inversion of phaseφ5 (Kay et al., 1992). The1H spin-lock power was 6.25 kHz. In (A), axial peaks are shifted to the side of the
spectrum by incrementing the phasesφ1 andφ2 by 90◦ together with the time incrementation of the evolution time t1. In (B) and (C), axial
peak artifacts are shifted to the side of the spectrum by inverting the phasesφ1 andφ2 together with the receiver phase for the FIDs recorded
for every other evolution time increment.

Sørensen and co-workers (Meissner et al., 1997a,b;
Sørensen et al., 1997), but is simpler to combine with
sensitivity enhancement and water flip-back schemes
when measuring1JHC or 1JHN coupling constants from
HSQC- or HMQC-type spectra.

In terms of Cartesian product operators (Sørensen
et al., 1983), single multiplet components can be

described as the sum or difference of in-phase and
antiphase magnetization, Ix ± 2IxSz. Starting from in-
phase magnetization Ix, evolution under the scalar
coupling J with the spin S generates antiphase magne-
tization 2IySz, i.e. magnetization with a phase orthog-
onal with respect to the starting magnetization. Equal
amounts of in-phase and antiphase magnetization are
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present after a coupling evolution period of 1/(4J). Ap-
plication of a 180◦(S) pulse inverts the sign of the
antiphase but not the in-phase magnetization. Thus,
recording two experiments with and without a 180◦(S)
pulse yields two data sets which, after addition and
subtraction, contain pure in-phase and antiphase mag-
netization, respectively. Subsequently, the data set
representing the 2IySz magnetization can be phase cor-
rected by 90◦, corresponding to a conversion of 2IySz
to 2IxSz. At this stage, the subspectra containing the
in-phase and antiphase multiplets can be combined by
addition or subtraction to yield spectra with one or
the other multiplet component. The scheme is closely
related to the half-filter element (Otting et al., 1986),
except that the delay is 1/(4J) instead of 1/(2J) and for
the additional data processing.

Figure 1 shows implementations of this ‘α/β-half-
filter’ scheme in HSQC, sensitivity-enhanced HSQC
(SE-HSQC) and sensitivity-enhanced HMQC (SE-
HMQC) experiments. The HSQC-α/β experiment
(Figure 1A) differs from the original HSQC experi-
ment (Bodenhausen and Ruben, 1980) by the shorter
delay of the refocusing INEPT step, during which
antiphase magnetization 2IySz present after the last
90◦(I) pulse refocuses into equal amounts of antiphase
and in-phase magnetization, and the fact that two
experiments must be recorded which differ by the
presence or absence of a 180◦(S) pulse before sig-
nal detection. Optional pulsed field gradients (PFG)
support the selection of the desired coherence transfer
pathway. Similarly, optional decoupling pulses were
implemented in the experimental scheme of Figure 1A
for improved performance with1JHC measurements of
CαH groups (I= 1H, S= 13C).

Figure 1B shows the pulse sequence of a
sensitivity-enhanced HSQC experiment (Palmer III et
al., 1991; Kay et al., 1992) with PFGs for coherence
selection. Phase-modulated in-phase magnetization is
present after the last 90◦(I) pulse, which defocuses
during the following spin-echo periodτ = 1/(4J)
into equal amounts of in-phase and antiphase mag-
netization. Two data sets are recorded which differ
by the presence or absence of the editing 180◦(S)
pulse before signal detection. The last 90◦(S) pulse
is not necessary for coherence transfer, but was ex-
perimentally found to reduce cross-talk between the
subspectra.

Figure 1C shows the pulse sequence of a constant-
time HMQC experiment (Grzesiek and Bax, 1995)
with coherence selection by PFGs and sensitivity-
enhancement. Phase-modulated in-phase magnetiza-

tion is present after the last 90◦(I) pulse, which de-
focuses during the following spin-echo period into
equal amounts of in-phase and antiphase magnetiza-
tion. Two data sets must be recorded which differ by
the presence or absence of the editing 180◦(S) pulse
before signal detection, in complete analogy to the
SE-HSQC experiment of Figure 1B.

Spectra using the pulse sequences of Figure 1 were
recorded with a 30%13C/100%15N labelled sample of
the 78-residue amino terminal domain of theE. coli
arginine repressor (Sunnerhagen et al., 1997) dis-
solved in D2O. Figure 2A–C shows the spectral region
containing the13C-1H cross peaks of the CαH reso-
nances in the subspectra containing the low-field dou-
blet component from HSQC-α/β, SE-HSQC-α/β and
SE-CT-HMQC-α/β experiments, respectively. Cross
sections through the cross peak of Phe14 are shown
in Figure 2 for all pairs of subspectra of the respective
experiments, illustrating the separation of the doublet
components into different subspectra. As expected,
the signal-to-noise ratio of the HSQC-α/β experi-
ment (Figure 2A) is achieved in a shorter time using
the sensitivity-enhanced HSQC-α/β experiment (Fig-
ure 2B). The suppression of the high-field (low-field)
doublet component in the subspectra selecting the low-
field (high-field) component depends on the delayτ

and the magnitude of the coupling constants. Amino
acid residues with1JHC couplings larger (smaller)
than 4τ yield too much (little) antiphase magnetiza-
tion and therefore imperfect peak selection. Since the
1JHC coupling constants of CαH groups do not vary
much between different residues, the suppression of
the undesired multiplet component was generally very
good. If necessary, complete suppression of the unde-
sired multiplet component can be achieved for selected
cross peaks by combining the data sets containing
the in-phase and antiphase multiplets with different
weights. Small up-field shifts of the cross peaks in
Figures 2A and B in the13C-dimension are from off-
resonant effects from the SEDUCE decoupling used
(Figure 1; McCoy and Mueller, 1992). The1JHC val-
ues measured for the N-terminal arginine repressor
domain were in good agreement with the9 angles ob-
served in the NMR structure (Figure 3; Sunnerhagen
et al., 1997). Measurements from the HSQC-α/β and
sensitivity-enhanced constant-time HMQC-α/β exper-
iments correlated with an rms deviation of 0.9 Hz.

The pulse sequences presented here are of similar
duration as the standard sequences they were derived
from, which is advantageous for proteins with short
relaxation times. More specifically, the pulse sequence
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Figure 2. HSQC-α/β (A), sensitivity-enhanced HSQC-α/β (B) and sensitivity-enhanced CT-HMQC-α/β (C) spectra recorded with a 3 mM
solution of the 30%13C/100%15N-labelled 78 residue N-terminal domain of theE. coli arginine repressor at 28◦C, pH 5.5, using the pulse
sequences of Figure 1. The 2D spectra display only the spectral region containing the13Cα-1Hα cross peaks from the subspectra containing the
low-field doublet component. One-dimensional cross sections through the cross peak of Phe14 (identified by an arrow) are shown for the pairs
of subspectra of each experiment. All data were recorded on a Bruker DMX-600 NMR spectrometer using t2max = 341 ms. Before Fourier
transformation, the data were multiplied by a cosine squared window function in the t2 dimension and a sine-bell window shifted byπ/4 in the
t1 dimension, except that a cosine window function was used in the t1 dimension of the CT-HMQC-α/β experiment after 1.8-fold extension by
linear prediction. The HSQC-α/β, sensitivity-enhanced HSQC-α/β and sensitivity-enhanced CT-HMQC-α/β experiments were recorded with
total experimental times of 6 h, 4 h and 4.5 h, using 24, 16 and 32 transients per t1 value and t1maxof 50 ms, 50 ms and 27 ms, respectively. The
protein sample was expressed and purified as described (Sunnerhagen et al., 1997), but M9 minimal medium containing 4.5 g/l 30%13C/100%
15N-labelled algal extract as the carbon source was used. The algal extract was produced after the procedure of Sørensen and Poulsen (1992).
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Figure 3. Difference between the1JHC coupling constants of CαH groups measured for the N-terminal domain of theE. coli arginine repressor
and random coil values by Vuister et al. (1993). The regular secondary structure elements identified by the NMR structure of the protein
(Sunnerhagen et al., 1997) are indicated at the top.

of Figure 1A is shorter than that of an HSQC ex-
periment with a refocusing INEPT step before signal
detection (Bodenhausen and Ruben, 1980), while the
experiments of Figures 1B and C employ gradient
refocusing delays ofτ/2, which is not much longer
than the delays normally used in gradient-enhanced
schemes (Kay et al., 1992; Schleucher et al., 1994).
Furthermore, the editing 180◦(S) pulse before sig-
nal detection is the only additional pulse required,
minimizing adverse effects from pulse imperfections.
The experiments are as sensitive as the HSQC and
HMQC experiments they were derived from. They
are thus particularly attractive for measurements at
natural isotope abundance. Partial13C enrichment at
a level of 30% is advantageous to narrow the cross
peaks in the F1 frequency dimension of Figures 2A
and B, while the constant-time experiment of Fig-
ure 1C is designed to remove JCC couplings otherwise
observed with 100% isotope enriched samples. The
experiments can be used to measure1JHC couplings
for CH2 and CH3 groups as well as for CH groups,
except that the delays of the sensitivity-enhancement
scheme in Figures 1B and C would have to be read-
justed (Schleucher et al., 1992). The experiments
yield not only one-bond coupling constants from the
doublet peak separation, but also information about
dipole–dipole and dipole–CSA cross correlation from
the different linewidths observed for the high-field and
low-field doublet components (Goldman, 1984;Ču-
perlovíc et al., 1996; Tolman and Prestegard, 1996a;
Tjandra and Bax, 1997; Pervushin et al., 1997).
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